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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1 .17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.1 14, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.1 14. Applicant's submission filed on 4/1 1/07 has been entered.

Response to Amendment

1 . This office action is in response to an amendment filed on 4/1 1/2007.

2. Claims 2-15, 17-24 and 26-34 have been amended by the applicant.

3. Claims 1,16 and 25 have been cancelled.

4. Claims 27-31 are original.

5. Claims 35 and 36 have been added by the applicant.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.
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Claims 2, 6-11, 13, 23-25, 27, 28, 29 and 33-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Cornish et al. (hereinafter "Cornish", "View-Dependent Particlesfor

Interactive Non-Photorealistic Rendering") in view of Curtis ("Non-Photorealistic Animation").

Regarding claim 35, Cornish teaches a rendered image that includes a geometric object

and a particle system, in the abstract lines 3-6 (". . .we represent the model as a system of

particles, which will be rendered as strokes in thefinal image and which may optionally overlay

a polygonal surface"), therefore it is apparent that a computer implemented method for

generating an image for animation, as described in the abstract lines 7-13 ("Our primary

contribution is the use ofa hierarchical view-dependent clustering algorithm to regulate the

number andplacement ofthese particles...and ensuring inter-frame coherence in animated or

interactive rendering"), is utilized to describe the scene of rendered models and particles.

Cornish also teaches rendering the geometric objects to generate a geometric image in the

abstract lines 4-6. Cornish teaches generating a plurality of cutout particles, each cutout particle

corresponding to a geometric object in the scene description on section 1.1 lines 1-13 ("View-

dependent particles provide an efficient multiresolution structureforfine-grained control over

the placement ofstrokes, and can be generatedfrom any polygonal model"), where it is

described that particles are associated with 3D models taken from a scene. Cornish teaches

rendering the particle systems with the cutout particles to generate a particle image, wherein at

least some cutout particles occlude particles of the particle systems in section 2, 4., lines 1-17

(". . .the screen-space particle data is used to guide the rendering ofstrokes into the image.

Again, a user-defined callbackperforms the rendering, parsing thefeedback buffer to extract the

particle position as well as any color or vector data. . Jo render the underlying polygonal model,
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the same buffer is usedfor thefinal image. . .strokes can outline afilled object, or the depth

buffer can prevent rendering occluded strokes."), where it is described that a buffer is calculated

to comprise pixel or buffer data for the cutout particles, which are represented as strokes, that

block or occlude some regions of a geometric object during rendering. Though Cornish does not

explicitly teach compositing a particle image, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art that the data describing the pixels are occluded by particles, as described in the abstract

lines 3-6 (". . .we represent the model as a system ofparticles, which will be rendered as strokes

in thefinal image and which may optionally overlay a polygonal surface."), which enables

particle image data to be composited with the object and generate a composited image as shown

in Figures 4 and 5. However, Cornish fails to teach rendering geometric objects to produce a

depth map and generating a plurality of cutout particles from the depth map. Curtis teaches

rendering the geometric objects to produce a depth map, on page 15 appendix A first paragraph

lines 1-3 (". . .draws the visible silhouette edges ofa 3-D model using image processing and a

stochastic, physically-based particle system... it requires only a depth map ofthe model. . .").

Though Curtis does not explicitly teach entries into the depth map, it would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention that a depth map contains entries from

each pixel that visually represents the depth of points in the image, as illustrated in Figures Al

and Bl . Curtis also teaches generating cutout particles from at least some of the entries in the

depth map, each cutout particle corresponding to an entry in the depth map in three-dimensional

space, on page 15 appendix A first paragraph lines 1-3 - fourth paragraph lines 1-3 {"For input,

it requires only a depth map ofthe model. . .First, the depth map is converted into two

images. . .Next, particles are generated, one at a time, for afixed number ofparticles. .
."). It
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would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to combine

the teachings of Cornish with Curtis because this combination would provide realistic rendering

of particle images through determination of the depth of each pixel within the image, as well as

finding occluded particles, thereby eliminating unnecessary processing burden of rendering

hidden portions of the object and improving the quality of the image.

Regarding claim 2, Cornish fails to teach the limitations. Curtis teaches rendering the

geometric objects to produce a depth map, on page 15 appendix A first paragraph lines 1-3

(". . .draws the visible silhouette edges ofa 3-D model using image processing and a stochastic,

physically-basedparticle system. ..it requires only a depth map ofthe model. . ."). Though Curtis

does not explicitly teach entries into the depth map, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention that a depth map contains entries from each pixel

that visually represents the depth of points in the image, as illustrated in Figures Al and Bl

.

Curtis also teaches generating cutout particles from at least some of the entries in the depth map,

each cutout particle corresponding to an entry in the depth map in three-dimensional space, on

page 15 appendix A first paragraph lines 1-3 - fourth paragraph lines 1-3 {"For input, it requires

only a depth map ofthe model . .First, the depth map is converted into two images.
.
.Next,

particles are generated, one at a time, for afixed number ofparticles. . .")•

Regarding claims 6 and 33, Cornish teaches for at least some of the particles of the

particle systems and at least some of the cutout particles, performing a compositing operation to

determine a coloring or an occluding effect of the particle on one or more pixels of the particle

image in section 2, 4., lines 1-17 ("...a user-defined callback performs the rendering, parsing the

feedback buffer to extract the particle position as well as any color or vector data.
.
Jo render the
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underlying polygonal model, the same buffer is usedfor thefinal image., .strokes can outline a

filled object, or the depth buffer can prevent rendering occluded strokes") and in section 2, 2.,

lines 3-1 6 (". . .strokes are to be depth-buffered, so that particles on thefar side ofthe object do

not generate visible strokes in thefinal image. . .A user callback specifies how to render these

polygons. ...the polygon rendering callback would disable lighting, enable depth buffering, set

the color, and render all polygonsfor the object").

Regarding claims 7 and 27, Cornish teaches processing the compositing operation is

performed for the particles from the farthest particle from a camera position to the nearest

particle on page 4 left column first paragraph lines 3-7 (".
. .the distribution ofparticles can

accountfor view-dependentfactors, such as the distance ofparticlesfrom the viewer...").

Regarding claim 8, Cornish teaches the particles of the particle systems have coloring

effects on at least one pixel of the particle image and the cutout particles have occluding effects

on at least one pixel of the particle image, a coloring effect tending to accumulate color for the

pixel and an occluding effect tending to block any accumulated color for the pixel in section 2,

4., lines 1-17 ("...a user-defined callback performs the rendering, parsing thefeedback buffer to

extract the particle position as well as any color or vector data. . .to render the underlying

polygonal model, the same buffer is usedfor the final image...strokes can outline afilled object,

or the depth buffer can prevent rendering occluded strokes ") and in section 2, 2., lines 3-16

(". . .strokes are to be depth-buffered, so that particles on thefar side ofthe object do not

generate visible strokes in thefinal image. . .A user callback specifies how to render these

polygons....the polygon rendering callback would disable lighting, enable depth buffering, set

the color, and render all polygonsfor the object").
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Regarding claims 9 and 28, though Cornish does not explicitly teach combining the

particles from the particle systems and the cutout particles into a list, sorting the list by each

particle's distance from a camera position, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time of invention that the depth buffer used to stored data relating to which particle

occludes polygon data, as described on page 4 left column second paragraph lines 9-1 1 ("...a

depth buffer ofthe surface may be wanted to eliminate particles that should be occluded") and

in section 2, 2., lines 3-16 ("...strokes are to be depth-buffered, so that particles on thefar side

ofthe object do not generate visible strokes in thefinal image. . .the polygon rendering callback

would... enable depth buffering...") , and therefore would be utilized to provide data describing

particles from farthest to nearest thereby enabling only the nearest visible particles to be rendered

which increases the processing speed. Cornish also teaches determining a coloring or an

occluding effect of the particle on one or more pixels of the particle image in section 2, 4., lines

1 -1 7 (". . .a user-defined callbackperforms the rendering, parsing thefeedback buffer to extract

the particle position as well as any color or vector data. . .to render the underlying polygonal

model, the same buffer is usedfor thefinal image., .strokes can outline afilled object, or the

depth buffer can prevent rendering occluded strokes").

Regarding claims 10 and 29, Cornish teaches combining the coloring effects of the

particles of the particle systems and the occluding effects of the cutout particles to determine the

color for a plurality of pixels in the particle image in section 2, 4., lines 1-17 (".
.
.a user-defined

callbackperforms the rendering, parsing thefeedback buffer to extract the particle position as

well as any color or vector data... to render the underlying polygonal model, the same buffer is

usedfor thefinal image. . .strokes can outline afilled object, or the depth buffer can prevent
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rendering occluded strokes."), where it is described that the color of the particle is determined

based on the occluding effect of the particle.

Regarding claim 1 1, Cornish teaches resolving the coloring effects of the particles of the

particle systems and the occluding effects of the cutout particles based on the depth of the

associated particles in section 2, 2., lines 3-16 ("...strokes are to be depth-buffered, so that

particles on thefar side ofthe object do not generate visible strokes in thefinal image. .
.A user

callback specifies how to render these polygons. . . .the polygon rendering callback would disable

lighting, enable depth buffering, set the color, and render all polygonsfor the object").

Regarding claim 13, Cornish teaches for each particle, determining which pixels in the

particle image the particle covers and an amount of the pixel covered, as seen from a camera

position on page 4 left column first paragraph lines 3-7 ("...the distribution ofparticles can

accountfor view-dependentfactors, such as the distance ofparticlesfrom the viewer.

.

.").

Regarding claim 23, Though Cornish does not explicitly teach a computer program

product comprising a computer-readable medium containing computer code, it is obvious form

the description in section 4 lines 3-6 ("// should be emphasized again that the system isfully

interactive. The effects and models shown ran atframe rates rangingfrom 5-20 Hz on an SGI

Onyx! with InfiniteReality graphics:') that the particles are rendered on a computer system using

graphics software that is inherently stored on some computer-readable medium during execution.

Regarding claims 24, Cornish teaches a rendered image that includes a geometric object

and a particle system, in the abstract lines 3-6 (" . . . we represent the model as a system of

particles, which will be rendered as strokes in the final image and which may optionally overlay

a polygonal surface") and in section 4 lines 3-6 ("The effects and models shown ran atframe
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rates rangingfrom 5-20 Hz on an SGI Onyx2 with InfmiteReality graphics,"), therefore it is

apparent that a computer system provides a description of the scene of rendered models and

particles, as described in section 1.1 1
st
paragraph lines 8-10 ("...a new representationfor the

particlefield, which we call view-dependent particles."). Cornish teaches generating geometric

models in the scene description on pg. 2 right column 1
st

paragraph lines 2-3 ("We represent the

object to be rendered as a densely sampledpolygonal model. . ."). Cornish also teaches

generating a plurality of cutout particles, each cutout particle corresponding to a geometric object

in the scene description on section 1.1 lines 1-13 ("View-dependent particles provide an efficient

multiresolution structureforfine-grained control over the placement ofstrokes, and can be

generatedfrom any polygonal model"), where it is described that particles are associated with

3D models taken from a scene. Cornish teaches rendering the particle systems with the cutout

particles to generate a particle image, wherein at least some cutout particles occlude particles of

the particle systems in section 2, 4., lines 1-17 (". . .the screen-space particle data is used to

guide the rendering ofstrokes into the image. Again, a user-defined callback performs the

rendering, parsing thefeedback buffer to extract the particle position as well as any color or

vector data. . Jo render the underlying polygonal model, the same buffer is usedfor thefinal

image., .strokes can outline afilled object, or the depth buffer can prevent rendering occluded

strokes"), where it is described that a buffer is calculated to comprise pixel or buffer data for the

cutout particles, which are represented as strokes, that block or occlude some regions of a

geometric object during rendering. Though Cornish does not explicitly teach compositing a

particle image, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the data

describing the pixels are occluded by particles, as described in the abstract lines 3-6 ("...we
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represent the model as a system ofparticles, which will be rendered as strokes in the final image

and which may optionally overlay a polygonal surface."), which enables particle image data to

be composited with the object and generate a composited image as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Though Cornish does not explicitly teach a geometry renderer, particle generator, particle

Tenderer or compositer it is obvious that the methods taught by Corinsh, as described above, are

executed on a computer system. Therefore it is obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that

processing unit or components are comprised on that computer system to perform the methods.

Regarding claim 25, Cornish fails to teach the limitations. Curtis teaches rendering the

geometric objects to produce a depth map, on page 15 appendix A first paragraph lines 1-3

(". . .draws the visible silhouette edges ofa 3-D model using image processing and a stochastic,

physically-basedparticle system. For input, it requires only a depth map ofthe model .
.")•

Curtis also teaches generating cutout particles from the depth map, on page 15 appendix A first

paragraph lines 1-3 - fourth paragraph lines 1-3 {"For input, it requires only a depth map ofthe

model . .First, the depth map is converted into two images. . .Next, particles are generated, one at

a time, for afixed number ofparticles. . "). The motivation to combine the teachings of Cornish

with Curtis is equivalent to the motivation of claim 35.

Regarding claim 32, Cornish fails to teach the limitations. Curtis illustrates a rendered

depth map image accompanying the geometric object in Figure Bl. The motivation to combine

the teachings of Cornish with Curtis is equivalent to the motivation of claim 35.

Regarding claim 34, Cornish teaches representing the view from the camera location on

page 4 left column first paragraph lines 3-7 ("...the distribution ofparticles can accountfor

view-dependentfactors, such as the distance ofparticlesfrom the viewer..."). However, Cornish
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fails to teach generating a depth map image for the geometric object and corresponding entries in

the depth map for particles. Curtis illustrates accompanying depth map for the geometric model

in Figure Bl and teaches generating cutout particles from at least some of the entries in the depth

map, each cutout particle corresponding to an entry in the depth map in three-dimensional space,

on page 15 appendix A first paragraph lines 1-3 - fourth paragraph lines 1-3 ("For input, it

requires only a depth map ofthe model. . .First, the depth map is converted into two

images.. .Next, particles are generated, one at a time, for afixed number ofparticles. . .")• The

motivation to combine the teachings of Cornish with Curtis is equivalent to the motivation of

claim 35.

Regarding claim 36, The geometry and particles rendered by Corinsh in the abstract lines

3-6, are executed on a computer system. Therefore Cornish implicitly teaches geometry renderer

and particle renderer, as there would be processing units or components comprised on the

computer system to perform the methods.

Claims 12 and 31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cornish

in view of Curtis in view of Kumar et al. (hereinafter "Kumar", "The SunSaver: An OpenGL

Visualization ofthe Sun's Surface").

Regarding claims 12 and 31, Cornish and Curtis fail to teach the limitations. Kumar

teaches alpha blending the particle image with a rendered image of the geometric objects on page

first paragraph lines 1-6 (". ..alpha blending our particles with the polygons on the surface.. .").

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention

to combine the teachings of Cornish, Curtis and Kumar because this combination would provide
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a smoothly generated composited image, as taught by Cornish, through using a depth map image

that accurately resolves depth properties of particles in the image, as taught by Curtis, wherein

undesired artifacts and distortions related to the particles are reduced by using an alpha blending

technique known in the art, as taught by Kumar.

Claims 14 and 15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cornish

in view of Curtis, in further view of van Wijk ("Rendering Surface-Particles").

Regarding claims 14 and 15, Cornish and Curtis fail to teach the limitations. Van Wijk

teaches computing a depth of field adjustment, in section 4.3 fist paragraph lines 8-1 1 ("...a

more flexible technique would be welcome that allows the user tofocus on areas ofinterest. .
.")

and page 60 section 4.3 second paragraph lines 1-3 ("The effect ofdepth offield as a toolfor the

selection ofinteresting areas is the strongestfput under user control"), and a motion blur

adjustment, on page 58 section 4.1 right column second paragraph lines 8-10 ^Motion blurs

turns the images ofthe particles in short lines. . ."), for a particle. It would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Cornish, Curtis and van Wijk because

this combination would provide a reduction in distortedly rendered particles present in images

composed of particles and geometric models through enabling adjustment of distorted areas.

Claim 30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cornish in view

of Curtis, in further view of Blinn (US Patent 6,184,891).

Regarding claim 30, Cornish and Curtis fail to teach computing a list of overage layers

and determining the color of the pixels based on their associated coverage layer list. Blinn
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teaches computing a list of coverage layers for the pixel in column 6 lines 66-67 - column 7 lines

1-3 ("The methodfor simulatingfog described above can be used in complex scenes with several

layers ofobjects andfog. . fog enclosing objects in a graphics scene can be modeled withfog

layers.") and in column 4 lines 30-36 ("...thisfog method is applied after computing the color of

the pixel beingfogged. Thefoggedpixel can then be composited with another pixel at the same

location. This method applies particularly well to a layered graphics rendering pipeline where

geometry in a graphics scene is rendered to separate image layers. . ."), where each coverage

layer in the list of coverage layers includes an accumulated color value due to one or more

particles of a particle system and an amount occluded by one or more of the cutout particles, as

described in column 3 lines 10-12 ("Thefog is represented as a scattering ofdots (e.g., 48) of

color F and an amountf(z) corresponding to thefog between the viewpoint and the depth value

(z) ofthe pixel") and in column 10 lines 58-61 ("When placed over the background color F}
the

proper amount offshows through to accountfor thefog color infront ofA, i.e.fF, as well as the

amount offogpeeking through thefogged A. . .")> where it is described that several coverage

layers are produced for the pixels in the scene, where each image layer includes the contributing

color values based on the visibility of the pixels occluded by the particles of fog. Therefore it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Cornish,

Curtis and Blinn because this combination would provide accurate rendering of composited

particles and geometric primitives through the determination of the color associated with the

visible pixels in the composited image from image layers, thereby improving the visual appeal

and realism of the particle images through enhancement of the color of the particles.
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Claims 3, 5 and 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Cornish in view of Curits, in view of Blinn, in further view of Klassen (US Patent 6,591,020).

Regarding claims 3, 5 and 26, Cornish and Curtis fail to teach the limitations. Blinn

teaches performing anti-aliasing techniques for the rendered particles of fog in column 12 lines

12-1 8 (". . .the stages ofthe graphics rendering pipeline, including traversing the scene

database... antialiasing, shading, fog, and texture mapping...) are performed by software

modules executing on a computer."), however Blinn fails to teach that the portions of these

particles are generated at a higher resolution where aliasing is likely to occur. Klassen teaches in

column 2 lines 12-19 (". . .the edges between the overlapping or abutting objects may appear

jagged. Therefore, it is often desirable to antialias these edges. . .Antialiasing provides the

illusion ofincreased resolution.

.

."), that portions of an image that present undesired effects,

such as aliasing, may be rendered at a higher resolution that the rest of the image, thereby

preventing unwanted artifacts in the final image. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to combine the teachings of Cornish, Curtis, Blinn and Klassen because this

combination would provide smooth realistic images by preventing aliasing effects that may

present in the image by enabling certain portions of the image to be generated at a higher

resolution.

Claim 4 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cornish in view of

Curtis in further view of Govindaraju (''Interactive shadow generation in complex

environments").
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Regarding claim 4, Cornish and Curtis fail to teach the limitations. Govindaraju teaches

generating pixels at a higher resolution at silhouette edges of the depth map in section 2.1 3
rd

paragraph lines 1-2, 7-9 ("Many techniques have been proposed to handle aliasing ofshadow

edges..Jo increase the effective shadow map resolution in areas where edge aliasing occurs").

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings

of Cornish, Curtis and Govindaraju this combination would provide a composited image, as

taught by Cornish, in which the visual depth of the image would be enhanced through the

implementation of a depth map image, as taught by Curtis, in which the resulting would be free

of aliasing artifacts through the higher resolution applied to the edges of the depth map image, as

taught by Govindaraju.

Allowable Subject Matter

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance:

The prior art, Cornish, Curtis, Blinn, van Wijk, Klassen, Kumar and Govindarajau do not

teach the following limitations of claim 19: generating a plurality of cutout particles associated

with a three-dimensional position of objects in the second image; for each of a plurality of pixels

in the particle image, computing a list of coverage layers for the pixel, where each coverage layer

in the list of coverage layers includes an accumulated color value due to one or more particles of

a particle system and an amount occluded by one or more of the cutout particles; determining the

color of the pixels based on their associated coverage layer list; and displaying the composited

image on a display; wherein generating the cutout particles comprises: computing a depth map

for the second image; and generating a cutout particle for at least some entries in the depth map,
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each cutout particle having a position and radius in three-dimensional space corresponding to the

depth map entry. Therefore claims 17-22 are allowable.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 2-36 have been considered but are moot in

view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

The 35 U.S.C. 101 rejection of claims 1-23 and 33 has been withdrawn due to the

addition of claim 35, which now recites a statutory practical application.

In view of the amendment to claim 19, which was objected to in the previous action for

being dependent upon a rejected base claim, is now allowable in view of the rewritten form of

claim 19 in independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim. Therefore claims

17-22 are allowable.

The applicant argues that the reference Cornish used in the 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of

claim 35 does not teach depth resolution of occluded of particles of the particle system. The

examiner maintains the rejection because Cornish teaches in section 2, 4., lines 1-17 ("...screen-

space particle data is used to guide the rendering ofstrokes into the image. . .the depth buffer can

prevent rendering occluded strokes."), where it is described that the correct depth of the rendered

cutout particles, or strokes, is resolved by preventing hidden particles from being rendered,

thereby reducing the required amount of processing.

The applicant also argues that the reference Cornish used in the 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

rejection of claim 35 does not teach dealing with geometric objects. However, the examiner

maintains the rejection because Cornish teaches utilizing geometric objects in section 2, 2., lines
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3-16 ("...particles...generate visible strokes in thefinal image...A user callback specifies how to

render these polygons., .the polygon rendering... would... enable depth buffering... and render all

polygonsfor the object") and in the abstract lines 3-6 (". . .we represent the model as a system of

particles... which may optionally overlay a polygonal surface").

The applicant also argues that the reference Cornish used in the 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

rejection of claim 35 does not teach that particle are overlaid on a polygonal surface. However,

the examiner maintains the rejection because Cornish teaches in the abstract lines 3-6 ("...we

represent the model as a system ofparticles. ..which may optionally overlay a polygonal

surface").

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Said Broome whose telephone number is (571)272-2931 .
The

examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30am-5pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ulka Chauhan can be reached on (571)272-7782. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

ISaid Broome/

Art Unit 2628

6/21/07

ulka Chauhan

Supervisory Patent Examiner


